Arrangements Relieve Feminists
The Student Services Staff recently decided, in an effort to reduce the intimidation of overly paranoid feminist dines in Peirce Hall, to merge all the tables in to the middle of the room. The newly formed mega banquet table will allow the whole campus to participate in equal opportunity eating and viewing. In addition, other changes will be made around campus. From now on students will have to sit boy/girl, boy/girl in the computer rooms and classrooms. Only small groups of three will be permitted to sit together at the tables in the VI and the Pirate’s Cove. The newly formed Committee for Sensitivity (CFS) has proposed an addendum to the Committee on Student Life which would no longer allow male students to watch the women’s restrooms and contract machines in all the men’s restrooms so that everyone will feel they share the same equipment. The head of CFS, John Douglas, said that these changes will “hopefully increase the membership of the LGSA.” The group’s faculty advisor, Ryan Edwards, was quoted as saying the only better alternative would be to castrate the entire male community on campus.

Homophobia Forces Dekes to Reaffiliate
Last week at the final Senate meeting the Kenyon Lambda Chapter admitted its true motivations for reaffiliating with the international DKE’s. President Rob Healy revealed that fraternity members were horrified upon finding out that Lambda is the national symbol for gay and lesbian strength. Faculty advisor, Timothy Shutt, stated “we could not stomach being connected to a bunch of faggots—everythings catches up to you in your old age.” The fraternity hopes to clarify their mistake and reaffiliate as soon as possible because they have also received frightening propositions. One DKE, however, was distressed at the strength of the Lambda symbol. “I don’t know, I kinda like pink. Now I have to get rid of all my dress shirts. Besides nothing else quite goes with my madder shorts.”

Exciting Events Kick Off Anniversary Celebration
By Gloria Steimen

In celebration of the 166th anniversary of men at Kenyon College, the Committee for Continuing Male Supremacy has organized numerous events, panel discussions, and guest lecturers.

Leading off the three-year celebration, the Crozier Center has announced an extensive calendar of activities. The series of planned events have been designed to equip every woman with the skills necessary to please her mate. The first event will be a series of cooking classes that will allow women the opportunity to discover new ways of pleasing their men and their insatiable appetites.

In association with the Crozier Center, the Men’s Network will offer seminars every week throughout the three-year festival. Seminars will include “How to Pick Up Bimbos at Fraternity Parties” presented by guest Democratic lecturer Rob Lowe and “Submission and Marital: Fifty Ways to Please Your Lover” by Carol Brady. Dr. Tracy Schermer will discuss the myth that all men think solely with their penis during his presentation, “The Mind and the Member.” Rock Stevens, professor emeritus from Washabash College, will discuss “Men in Zimbabwew; The Other Sex.” According to Archie
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In his annual state of the community address, President Philip H. Jordan, Jr. announced what he calls “exciting and necessary” changes for the campus. Some of these changes include a “revamping” of the OCS Office, a “revamping” of the SCAP program, a “revamping” of the IPHS and an “expansion” of the Multicultural Affairs Office and the Development Office.

Jordan did not elaborate or even explain what was meant by the “revamping” of these offices. However, he did go into great detail over the changes to be found in the Multicultural Affairs Office. He says this campus needs more diversification and would like to see others working along the side of Frank Hale. He suggested one Asian, one Hispanic, one Jew, one Deadhead and one anti-Struassian. Jordan added that no one knows anything about the revampings. Provost Reed Browning said vaguely, “These must be lies. I can’t imagine it.” However, Jane Wenhoener, director of OCS, disagrees. “I received a letter from the Senior Staff saying my program was canned and that it was going to be broken down into five offices. Some alternative? Who ever they are, they are doing the same thing to me as they did to Jane Ruoff and Five Steps! We must warn the others!”

When Dean of Students Thomas Edwards was asked about the revamping, he stated “I have no comment for you. You don’t contact me—I contact you. This is something the Pravda shouldn’t be meddling with!” He add that he would send the campus goon squad if Pravda pressed the issue further.

Revamping of these programs will be effective Jan. 1.

In other parts of his speech, Jordan announced happily that a temporary contract has been agreed to for Dr. Tracy Schermer and that negotiations will take at least another three years. Schermer said that he will continue to play this cut and mouse game until President wins.

When Dean Edwards was asked about the contract, he commented, “I told you I have no comment. I have no comment on any- thing. Now, get out!”

Jordan’s next state of the community address will take place Nov. 17.
Proposal Threatens to Castrate Male Supremacy, Dominance

Despite the celebrating of the 186th anniversary of men at Kenyon College, we must not lose focus on the power that Kenyon women wield and the outstanding academic and professional achievement they have contributed to the college. The women have maintained civility and decency on the campus while at the same time dramatically increasing academic standards. These women deserve praise and support.

Recently, a proposal has come before the President and the Board of Trustees. This proposal would call for the elimination of not only fraternities, but all men on campus. This proposal, if accepted by the President and the Board of Trustees, would be fully implemented by January of the year 2000.

The necessary changes would be implemented in stages. The first stage requires the removal of all fraternities. This would naturally eliminate all instances of sexual harassment and sexist behavior that have plagued this campus. This elimination of fraternities would also correct another serious problem—that of having too much fun at Kenyon.

The fraternities remain as the last bastion of fun and as such threaten to undermine the administration’s efforts to eradicate fun and relaxation.

The second stage involves firing all male administrators and hiring women to replace them. However this action may result in temporary disruption of the administration of the college, since women have never been given the opportunity to assume positions of authority. It is expected that the women will adapt quickly and use their new-found powers to transform the college; giving it a new feminist, sensitive direction. Now the administration can fully devote all of its time and money to the celebration of women.

The third stage requires the final removal of all remaining men who have dared to stay on campus throughout the implementation of the other two changes. Now women will finally have access to the very best housing and not be closed out of the most popular courses by men. Women will have the opportunity to import their choice of men on the weekends from a nearby school for entertainment and then ship them home on Sunday afternoons. This way they will not have to be bothered by the childish antics of men during the week. This would free the women to devote themselves completely to outstanding academic achievement and betterment of the world, which has been impeded by the presence of men on campus.

We applaud this proposal and support its implementation. We believe it is time to rid this campus of paternalism, white male hierarchy, and the source of all problems. Now women can be women and celebrate their womanhood without the taint of male domination.
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Nina Welcomes OWU with Open Arms

Sew they served the weekend I was there — all the vermin that live underground and it meets the requirements of all four food groups.

So what if I bite my nails and pick my nose during interviews? I saw most of you in class. Can we say, like, ignorant? One of you thought Chernobyl was Cheri's full name. I mean give me a break, at least I know it's a Soviet summer resort. Also, I stayed awake through the whole class which is more than I can say for most of you, including the professors.

And I'm like totally excited about going to OWU. They have better drugs and their fraternities have real housing!

Love, Nina

This Letter Was Really Submitted

To the Editors:

Although I am the Managing Editor of the Prada, and have tried to keep my personal opinions separate from the workings of the paper, last week's (Dec. 7, 1989) article entitled "Champs Repeat in IM Footboll" by Jack宝贝 was the result of a delirious, semi-belligerant and defensive attitude against non-affiliated people on this campus by the fraternity system as a whole, along with being one of the more amusing and utterly stupid articles I have ever read.

To begin, the article itself was full of editorializing, inside jokes and all-around bad journalism. I quote: "The Alcoholics [one of the IM teams] had trouble all year because of key losses due to heavy consumption."

"Moreover, badboy John Loud must have been still thinking about the Rob Lowe video he picked up in Atlanta because he had a smile on his face most of the game." "Hopefully, Swanston's antics at a bachelor party last weekend are not on that video, because another Lowe scandal could surface." One must ask, what are these intangible remarks doing in a sports article? Perhaps a better job of editing by the editors would be in order.

To my main point. According to the author, whose name is not listed in the college directory, one of the four teams playing this season was the Independents. However, he refers to them through the opening as "GDI's." Although there are an infinite number of possibilities for what GDI's could stand for, it seems only reasonable to assume that it stands for "God-Damn Independents."

I have seen it written that on the stalls in the library bathrooms to know this term quite well. For an article in the Collegian to refer to non-affiliated people in this way is not only offensive, but also unprofessional, bigoted, and offensive to the entire community.

Another recent example of this sort of belligerent attitude is the Pai-U photo in last year's Revelle. All the members of this particular fraternity were dressed in olive-drab, camo-flage or similar garb, pointing guns at the camera. By virtue that this was the official yearbook picture for the Pai-U's, it is easy to conclude that they were trying to promote a particular image, expressing a particular message to the campus. I read it as bluntly, "Don't fuck with us, or we will mess with you in a serious way." One can only conclude something comparable to this when presented with men standing in a muddy field pointing guns at you. I could not think of a more violently expressive way to get an idea across if I tried.

I am going abroad next semester and although I will certainly miss friends I am close to, in other ways I am happy to be leaving. I am sick of having to deal with such issues, confronting them on a daily basis.

Sincerely,
John Douglass '91

OWU Laments Nina's Arrival

To the Kenyon Community:

Don't laugh, Kenyon. Nina was almost your problem. Thanks a lot.

Director of Admissions
Ohio Wesleyan University

Reader Questions

New Policy

Dear Editor:

Would the new harassment policy regarding physical handicaps prevent me from calling somebody a stupid asshole?

Concerned '95
This page paid for by Student Council.

(How's that for an ad??!!)
KGB to Increase Powers

No longer will the campus fear for their safety! New changes have been implemented in the KGB (Kenyon's Goonsquad Brigade). Tom Davidson, director of KGB, announced on Monday that this campus will see more effective security forces.

Members of the KGB must take an oath, vowing their loyalty to President Philip H. Jordan, Jr. and his causes on Monday. Starting in July, each member will undergo arms and weapons training since carrying a standard M-16 is part of the official uniform starting next year. KGB has also acquired a new silver turbo, fuel-injected Lada that will take them to the scene of the crime faster than ever.

The following laws will be enforced next school year:
- students will not be allowed on the streets after 11:00 p.m.
- students will not be allowed to sit on curbs, steps or toilets
- students cannot walk on the grass
- Ultimate Frisbee team must play in the South Lot
- students cannot stop their cars at anytime, anywhere
- fire alarms will be given daily
- not only will there be a dry campus, but there will be no parties
- no drinks in the street in any container
- no smoking within the Village limits
- students must wear a purple band on their right arm when in public

Any violators will be taken out behind Peetz and shot by Tom Woosley. Davidson believes that the campus will respond "favorably" to these changes. However he added "There is always some smartass who thinks he can get away with something. But they won't now."

He elaborated on this comment by describing the new strategic techniques. Not only will there be cameras monitoring all rooms and halls, but on every tree and street light. The KGB now has the right to tap all PBX phones and censor all incoming and outgoing mail.

"We just want safety on this campus. We just want to do our job right and serve President Jordan. The students are our number one concern. Really," Davidson concluded with a smirk.

---

Southern Hospitality

Q: I'm really worried about my reputation on campus. I have heard nasty rumors about me and my ex-boyfriend—but they are ALL lies! What should I do?
A: Don't worry! Rumors on campus don't last for more than one week. People will move on to further gossip. I should know—I'm one of them!

Q: I really love my boyfriend of three weeks, but I'm worried about PDA. My boyfriend feels like I'm paranoid, but I'm not. What's a girl to do?
A: Embrace that your boyfriend stops. If he refuses, then let him know you're not enjoying it and look very pure and innocent. That's what I always do!

Q: My friends and I enjoy borrowing each other's clothing. However, people pointed out whose clothes belong to whom. "Isn't that Sally's skirt?" We've tired of it. How does one handle this situation?
A: Only let your friends borrow your clothes—don't borrow theirs. Make sure your wardrobe is stocked only with the finest: Laura Ashley, Calvin Klein and the Limited.

---

LGSA Demonstrates Sensitivity

By Sael Ipsiasm

On Wednesday, April 25, the LGSA held its First Annual Genetic Liberal Oppression March (GLOM) along Middle Path. The event was designed to show to the world that Kenyon is aware of how desperately we need to maintain a facade of trendy social concern to preserve our national reputation.

"We are trying to raise awareness that oppression basically boils down to people not thinking the way we do and saying things we don't want to hear," said an LGSA spokesman. "This march was a chance for the liberal community to unite and express its commitment to social right-thinking and media conservative-bashing."

"I can't stand intolerance and oppression, and we need to wipe them both off the face of the earth in any expedient manner," says Lynn Edwards, faculty adviser of the LGSA. "We claim to be open-minded, but there is a lot of hypocrisy walking around out there."

---

Whining From the Gulag

By Edwin J. Macy-Barton IV, esq.

The plight of the white male on this campus continues to worsen despite the wishes of some of the members of our community who wish that we would simply go away. However we will not go away! We will no longer allow the female majority at Kenyon to oppress us with their "Women's Studies." Didn't we do anything noteworthy in all of recorded history? Diversity has come to Magic Mountain blown by an Irish wind. Men have no place in the curriculum. They are underrepresented in the canon. We constantly read the viewpoints of handicapped lesbian black women. Is there any room for men at Kenyon?

When Lynn Edwards asked me to write this article, the third in a series of marginalized groups at Kenyon, I was overjoyed. At last white men would have a chance to call out from the pit that we have been thrown into by the dominant women on this campus. The women on this campus led by the oppressors of the Women's Network, have brutally been raping the spirit of men as they strive for their own identity. Men are subjected to cat calls and sexist language as they walk past the Crouser Center. This sort of demeaning behavior must cease when the chasm between the sexes at Kenyon is to close. The works of white men must enter the classroom. The great white male philosopher John Grant wrote...

By refusing to examine the perspective of white men, women ignore an important part of our culture. Men have made an important contribution to our culture no matter what some people would have you believe. Only by acknowledging the contributions of white men can all of us truly understand our own culture and move towards a more perfect community.

Men will no longer allow themselves to be treated as academic second class citizens.

In all your classes men will begin to ask, "What about white men? Didn't they make a contribution?" Professors will be forced to teach about the contributions of white men or it will be recognized that they are not truly teaching the entire picture. Men will move to get the administration to re-examine their attitude toward "Men's Studies" and the place of white men in the canon. Social interaction men will no longer suffer in silence. They will speak up when women harass them.

By marginalizing the status of white men and denigrating their ideas, women ignore a vast wealth of knowledge. The community at large must come to the realization that by oppressing white males they are denying a part of their intellectual and cultural heritage.
Trustees Appoint Moberg as President of Information

By Jon Mensch

Last week, Kenyon's Board of Trustees<br>in Gambier to discuss changes in the In-<br>formation and Computer Services Depart-<br>ment that should finally push Kenyon past its<br>last sensitive, liberal arts rivals like Oberlin<br>Ambit and into the intellectual big<br>business. The Trustees announced that Tom<br>Moberg, vice president of Information and<br>Computing Services, will be promoted to the<br>vice president of Position of Interna-<br>tion and Computing Commander. The<br>Computing Commander will oversee the in-<br>stallation of VAX terminals into every dorm in<br>the college, and the transfer of all in-<br>formation in the library onto the VAX for<br>access. The hope is that students will be able to<br>save time and energy by elimin-<br>ating trips to the library, study areas and<br>and gatherings. Students will be able to talk<br>from friends over E-mail, FAX books and<br>and tables to their rooms and even attend some<br>classes via a VAX audio and visual data link.<br>Wishing him success, President Philip H.<br>Moberg, Jr. who will concentrate his ex-<br>ertive efforts to help students and faculty<br>on their personal experiences to be<br>more efficient human-computer inter-<br>faces.

Groups Struggle for Valuable Space

With the number of offices competing for<br>space open, indeed another proposal has<br>met with some success for the use of one of<br>the classes' Library. Since the college has been<br>the recipients of a grant from SET (United<br>States Equestrian Team), the requirements of<br>grant call for an indoor equestrian ring to<br>meet in competition. Naturally, Chalmers<br>was one of the last logical area to<br>the need. Not only is there adequate<br>the ring, but room for stalls and<br>as well. The central location is ideal<br>in ample parking space and backyards<br>adjacent. However, just as the latest<br>cost analysis for renovation was completed,<br>was received that the USBP (United<br>States Bicycle Polo Association) was also in-<br>terested in using the site for its winter<br>headquarters. The competition is keen. How<br>will the administration ever be able to<br>balance the needs of faculty and students<br>with those of these prestigious organizations?<br>Is it possible that there is room in<br>Chalmers for both facilities? It's back to<br>the drawing board for ALAS-ALAC<br>(Alternative Library/Administrative Sub-<br>committee on Allocation of Limited Access to<br>Collections at Kenyon.)

KENYON COLLEGE SCHEDULE OF SENIOR WEEK EVENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALL WEEK</th>
<th>SACK HOP*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MONDAY</td>
<td>12:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUESDAY</td>
<td>12:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEDNESDAY</td>
<td>12:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:30 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THURSDAY</td>
<td>ALL DAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRIDAY</td>
<td>12:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:30 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATURDAY</td>
<td>BACCALAUREATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNDAY</td>
<td>COMMENCEMENT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Due to the popularity of this event, the college health and<br> counseling service will be unable to provide condoms to<br>participating seniors.
Kenyon Changes Nicknames to More Appropriate 'Pirates'

In a shocking move yesterday, President Phillip Jordan announced that no longer will Kenyon's athletic teams be named the Lords and Ladies. Instead, all Kenyon teams will use the nickname 'Pirates'.

"At this juncture in Kenyon history, I think it is entirely appropriate," said Jordan. "We have a dynamic campus that is heading towards the year 2000 with an abundance of sensitivity. This change meets our needs."

Jordan also noted that this change was the result of student voice. Apparently, new student body president Dieter Samanitis initiated the campaign for the name, and the community backs him.

"Some people might think it means butt-pirate," said Dieter. "But it's more than that. It means accepting all kinds of persons and being sensitive in their needs. I believe all of us should embrace piracy."

Dieter indicated that two Kenyon students, who are now away from campus, met with him for a rendezvous and suggested it over a cigarette. Jon Mensch, who sells underwear in Colorado now, and John Douglas, who is abroad, gave birth to the idea.

"I had a dream in St. Lucia," said Mensch in a telephone interview, "and my life was forever changed when I woke up. I asked for a Kleenex and vowed I would never return to Kenyon until it stood up for swashbuckling."

Upon hearing the news, Mensch borrowed a car from a friend to visit Kenyon. "Dude, I'll bring it right back," he told his friend. He also said we went out and bought a new string and silk nylons.

Douglas is slated to be the team's new head cheerleader. In a militant voice, Douglas demanded more rights, "We will not be satisfied until Ern is renamed Backdoor Alley," he shouted.

He also gave a sampling of new cheers to be used: "Pirates, who are the best in the land? (Em, Whack 'em, make 'em yelp.) And, 'Go, team, go, let's rail!'"

This newspaper has also learned that acting Athletic Director Sandy Moore has placed a large order of other. The purchase would be a logical one for the Pirates, who could use the product to knock out opponents who are opposed to piracy, and then take advantage of them.

The actual press conference was sponsored by, who else, but the Pirate's Cove. A Cove spokesperson reported that it will give away Coropias filled with eggnog cheese to the top athlete of the week in sports.

Overheard and Underhanded

"I'd rather be red than dead." -- Keith Calacagno

"Like I said, all I want is an open mind; this doesn't mean your brain has to fall out of your head." -- Martin Hardeman

"You may not like it, but they're going to do it to you anyway." -- Shax Riegler

"I like ins on my face." -- Nancy Faris

"Where's Nancy Faris when you need her?" -- The Collegian staff at a recent meeting.

"Scott, you have to do for them what you did for me today in your room." -- Alyssa Frank

"Most great writers are true slobs." -- Perry Lentz

"We had to explore the whole concept of outhouses in depth." -- Claire Lane

"No I'm not an alcoholic, I'm just a collegiate drinker." -- Eric Grodsky

"A bong hit isn't a bong hit unless it hurts." -- Eric Grodsky

"The coolest thing about Ultimate Frisbee is that all the wounds are self-inflicted." -- Chad Browne

"Life was short and so were the people." -- Michael Evans

"Win, why do you have power?" -- Melissa Uhlig

Connor: "How many hours of TV a day do people watch?" C-4 apartment person: "27. I fast-forward through commercials."

"Let me tell you, if you ever have trouble with hingsites, get an Avon lady." -- Jane Wenhoemer

PIRATE REPORT
By Joe Whacker

"We'll call it 'Creamer of the Week'," said the spokesperson. "We also have plans for 'sensitive tight' and fashion contests."

In addition, there will be a weekly summary in Newscoop of athletic events called "Pirate Report". Just look for the logo pictured above.

Moore also announced that the sports department will add two more teams to supply the demand for grace and passion.

"We will have a fencing team and a bunch of wrestling teams," she said. "I think we will have to find appropriate garb for the fencers, but we should be alright."

"I think the change will go over well with the conference. Oberlin already has pirate references in their nicknames and I know they will be excited we've been able to put down barriers and let our emotions fly."

A small band of protesters picketed outside of Peirce during lunch, but they were easily contained in the minority. Carrying signs that read "Down with Piracy", the group disbanded when it was flogged non-stop by hundreds of males.

"Who says Kenyon is not in the real world? This place is a lot like San Francisco," Andrew "Dace" Clay would not be proved.

More Quotes

"Man has basic human desires, like food for one and sex, if I can get any." -- Harry Chis

"I never thought my drinking habits would lead me to be a woman." -- Nancy Faris

"If you're going to make a fool of yourself you might as well do it naked." -- Lisa Hamm

"Oh yeah, I know Bork -- he's a nupet." -- Suzannah Hall

"Nirvana -- the ultimate Miller time." -- Professor Levine

"There's no fucking way that rabbit's going to do acid before I do." -- J.L.W.

"My only goal is to be some girl's tick." -- Scotty J.

"There's at least 50 feet of dick downstairs, you think I could get at least four inches." -- Girl in bathroom at fraternity party

"Feel my fur." -- Meg Miller at DKE caveman party

"Are you going to dinner?" -- Beth Staples

"Woody, haven't you been home for the last two weeks?" -- A Psi-U

"If small feet are considered attractive in China, why don't they just cut them off?" -- Dan Chadwick

"If you want my body and you think I'm sexy, come on, sugar, let me know." -- Tim Shott

"I don't understand, I put in my sensitive time. Why won't she sleep with me?" -- John Mensch

"Wait isn't Mensch dead?" -- Someone in the Collegian office

"So I have been waiting for the past 20 years for it. Just let me live long enough to read the next Pynchon novel and I'll die happy." -- Dean Bob Keister
PORN OLYMPICS SLATED FOR GAMBIER IN 1991

By Jizz Shot

After years of intensive lobbying, Kenyon officials have finally succeeded in landing a major sports event on campus, it was announced a week that Gambier will be the host of the 91 John Holmes Memorial Porn Olympics. "We just can't be more delighted," said resident Philip H. Jordan, Jr. "It's one all step for decency, and one large step for anyone..."

Historically, the National Pornography Society has had trouble finding an appropriate location for their annual event. Many communities have outlawed pornographic material, but Gambier has been needed to keep it legal to help increase sense for the school.

"We think it will be a perfect setting," said NPS secretary Lotta Love, who is a randy figure in the profession. "We see Gambier as a place concerned with safe sex and sexual expression all in one."

The event will kick off with an ex-great Rollie Hos Fingers lighting that traditional torch at a Friday. He will then display his base jumping form that landed him two golds in the mirror. OK, a time when most events were generated by John Holmes.

John Curtain '89 and Leah Huffman '99 are a love entry in the love-making events.
Supremacy
Continued from page one

Biology Professor Rya Edwards will schedule a three-year sabbatical. During her leave, she will enroll in elementary spelling classes and intern with Senator Jesse Helms. Bunker said, "I hope these events are better attended than those scheduled for the 20th anniversary of women. After all, it is a much more significant accomplishment. We anticipate large crowds and we encourage the Gambier community to participate in this milestone celebration."

Porn
Continued from page one

Novak to testify in front of a committee to explain why the Observer had the balls to publish actual Mapplethorpe photographs in its February issue. Helms claims such trash can no longer be considered art because it further corrupts the already strained thread of morality and virtue in America. Some sources believe the viewing of Mapplethorpe photographs may lead to homosexual behavior or drug use. Helms has threatened to put pressure on the Observer's contributors in an effort to sever their funds and to further limit freedom of expression. Neither Novak nor T. Boone Pickens, Jr. were available for comment.

Overheard and Underhanded

"I figured if I can't dazzle the department with my brilliance and wit, I might as well dazzle them with my hair."—Debbie Doodlittie

"But you modern folks don't believe in demons, do you? Obviously you weren't at the last faculty meeting."—A faculty member

"Human rights?...Aristotle?...Uhmm...Fuck!"—Frank Grupt

"I love confrontation...especially when it doesn't involve me."—Laura Graedel

"You went somewhere, it had something to do with hell."—Karlin Lach

"I didn't have anything to do today, and I certainly didn't get it done."—Jamie Hegg

"Give it up, Scott, I only go so far."—Melissa Uhlig

"I'll be there when you need me...I'll just abuse you in the meantime."—Kerry Smith

"Just because you want to serve the people doesn't mean you have to go without."—John Grant

"I am so sick of singing."—Ed Curtis

"Random."—Any Kenyon Student at One Time

"I wish they would pave Middle Path. Then I could wear my Joan and Davids."—April Garrett

"Is that an F-bomb in your pocket, or are you just glad to see me?"—Scott Mahly, to Jeremy Beinord, in Peeters

"In morality, you just go however you want it, baby."—Philosophy Professor Ron McLaren

Harry Brod
Whipping
Greek Life

The Frat Myth
When you party, remember to...

President Jordan Changes ...

Do you have unsightly wrinkles?
How about those giant blackheads?
Or those things called "beauty marks?"
You need the Specialist!!
Mary KAKE Make-up, Inc.!!!!
One application equals 20 applications of Revlon.
Now you can get rid of your blemishes forever!

THE SHOPPES
Clean, Comfortable, Empty
Delivery until 11:00 p.m.
Always free cups, napkins
Freshly microwaved pizza

And if your pizza isn't delivered within 30 minutes you'll get a free spin around the block in Kevin's red BMW!

Prices are subject to change daily due to our indecision

Phone now at 427-YUCK